
What sparked the idea for The Embers? 

The Embers actually started as a screenplay. I was editing my first feature film, Seventy-Five Degrees 
in July, and in a restaurant one day, I saw a precocious looking New York adolescent girl wearing 
an oversized men’s blazer and carrying a stuffed animal backpack. I’ve always been fascinated 
by adolescent girls, and thought she would make an interesting subject for my next film. So I 
immediately started forming this character (now split in the book between Ingrid and young 
Emily). At the same time, I was completely blown away by the performance of  one of  the actors 
in my film Harris Yulin—and I thought that whatever movie I made next had to feature him 
fairly prominently. I began working on a story about an unlikely friendship between a teenage 
girl on the cusp of  adulthood waking up to all kinds of  things romance and independence and 
fantasies of  where her life will take her and an elderly man nearing the end of  his life, looking 
back with nostalgia and yearning, but also thinking about what he might have done differently. 
I liked the contrast between them, and the idea that, different as they are, they might strangely 
find comfort in one another.
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The Embers is the best book  
I’ve read in a long time.”

—Amanda Eyre Ward, author of  
How to Be Lost and Love Stories in This Town
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“I liked the contrast 
between them, and 
the idea that, different 
as they are, they might 
strangely find comfort 
in one another.”

“I was transfixed.  
Hyatt Bass’s lyrical story of a broken family is, in a word,stunning. 
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Can you talk a little about how The Embers evolved 
from a screenplay into a novel?

Somehow, from the very beginning, the whole concept felt more like a 
novel than a film. But since I was a filmmaker, I brushed that idea aside 
and went ahead with the screenplay, all the while writing notes in the 
margins—“If  a novel….” In the end, the screenplay didn’t work at all, 
and so I figured I had nothing to lose. 
 Once I started writing the story as a novel, it was tremendously 
liberating. I had no page-limit, and I could delve much deeper into 
each character. Soon, the friendship between Joe and this young 
stranger, Ingrid, turned into more of  an exploration of  the relationship 
between him and his daughter, Emily. As Emily and the rest of  Joe’s 
family began to spring up around him, the Aschers took over the novel. 
I thought about a Van Gogh quote I’d read a few years before, One may 
have a blazing hearth in one’s soul, and yet no one come to sit by it. This really 
captured the way I thought about the Aschers and the state of  isolation 
they’re all living in, yearning for closeness but unable to connect. Out 
of  the quote, too, came the title of  the book.
 The funny thing is I now think the book would make a great film. 

Is the book autobiographical at all? Do the Aschers 
mirror your own family in any way? 

Obviously my own life experiences inform the way I write, but I’m 
not really interested in writing about my own life. The fun of  fiction 
for me is being able to take something from my life, or someone else’s, 
or even from a book or a movie and use that as a jumping-off point, 
but say what would happen if  things went completely differently here, 
or if  things were taken to the furthest extreme? I’m very close to my 
family my mom and my dad and my sister but like all families, I think, 
we have our moments of  frustration with one another, and moments 
when we have difficulty communicating, and that’s something I’ve 
taken to an extreme in the book. Also, I started writing this book right 
after my husband and I got married, and during the seven years it took 
me to finish writing it, we had two children. So my whole concept of  
family changed as I went from being my parents’ child to also being 
my children’s parent. The experience gave me a new understanding 
of  family and parenting, and I definitely began to look at my past 
through a different lens, which undoubtedly affected the book in ways I 
probably still don’t completely grasp.
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“One may have a blazing 
hearth in one’s soul, and yet 
no one come to sit by it.”

—Vincent Van Gogh



Emily, Joe and Laura are all grappling with unresolved issues of their past. 
While writing, did you find yourself sorting through issues of your own past? 

When I was young, I had a couple of  friends who died of  cancer one of  them 
was about 10 and the other 16, I think. They were both boys, and really really 
good people, as well as close to my age. Their deaths were so shocking, and 
continue to haunt me. I’ve always wondered what it would feel like to be the 
surviving sibling or the parent, and how a family weathers a severe tragedy like 
that and I obviously used the book as a way to sort through some of  that. 
 Another thing I don’t think I was aware of  exploring, but that I now feel 
really influenced the book was that my parents had sort of  a high profile in the 
town where I grew up, and so people thought they knew a lot about our family 
and about me before they even met me. There were certain assumptions and 
judgments made about me that were often not true at all, and I think I put a lot 
of  my feelings about that into the book, especially into Joe’s story. I also think 
the self-consciousness I felt growing up is one of  the things that attracted me to 
writing fiction in the first place because it’s a very safe way to bare your soul. You 
choose exactly what you want to convey and how you want to convey it, without 
the vulnerability of  standing face to face with someone who might be judging 
you or dismissing you based on some preconceptions of  your reality. 

What inspired the use of Joe’s Dictaphone as a storytelling device?

Sometime just before I started the book, I saw a production of  Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape, and the whole 
play is just this one old guy, sitting at a desk, listening to all these tapes he made as a younger man. I 
loved the idea of  the past and present colliding in that way the older man confronted with his younger 
self. 
 Also, when I was growing up, my parents didn’t have a video camera, but they would sometimes 
make audio tapes of  me and my sister. There is something about the absence of  picture—just that 
voice suddenly speaking out of  a machine—that is so magical. Now that I think of  it, it’s kind of  like 
reading a novel in the sense that there is so much left for your imagination to flesh out.

Why did you choose to rotate between the different family members’ 
perspectives, and shift back and forth between past and present, instead of 
sticking with a single main character and telling his or her story in a linear 
fashion?

Well, I definitely wouldn’t have done it if  I’d had any concept of  how complicated it would make things 
for me or how long it would take to write the book that way. But it’s been sort of  an obsession of  mine 
to always look at things from different people’s points of  view maybe because I don’t like conflict, 
so it’s a way of  keeping myself  out of  fights. I don’t really know. For the book, though, it was really 
important for me that there were no heroes and no villains, and that each of  the three main characters 
share responsibility for the family’s downfall. In shifting from one person’s perspective to another and 
also back and forth between past and present I started thinking of  the family sort of  like a sculpture, 
which is slowly rotating, so that you are constantly surprised, and constantly changing your concept of  
who these people are, and what their true story is. I tried to do that by not just dwelling on this tragedy, 
but by giving each character soft, sweet moments, and also plenty of  humorous moments—sometimes 
funny for them as well, and other times only for us as outsiders, observing behavior we laugh at not 
only for its absurdity but for its universal familiarity.

“Their deaths were so 
shocking, and continue 
to haunt me. I’ve always 
wondered what it would 
feel like to be the surviving 
sibling or the parent, and 
how a family weathers a 
severe tragedy like that”
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Are there any books that were particularly influential  
to you while you were writing THE EMBERS?

When my husband and I were on our honeymoon, I read Michael 
Cunningham’s The Hours. At that point, I had finished my screenplay, knew 
it wasn’t working, and was toying with the idea of  turning it into a novel. 
After reading The Hours, I was so inspired by the ingenious linking of  the 
characters, the attention to detail, and the gorgeous wording, I just sat 
down and wrote the first fifty pages of  The Embers. 
 Then, at different points when I was writing the novel, I had 
conversations with two friends, who each recommended a book they 
thought sounded similar to what I was writing. One of  them was William 
Styron’s Lie Down in Darkness, and the other Susan Minot’s Monkeys. All 
three of  these are now among my very favorite books—and authors. Lie 
Down in Darkness was a big influence in terms of  the way I structured The 
Embers, and because it was recommended so early in the process and was 
similar in many ways to the book I had in mind, and was just so incredibly 
great, it really influenced the content of  the book and the way I shaped 
and structured the story. My discovery of  Monkeys, as well as Minot’s 
Evening, came a little later in the process when I was about a year in, just 
finishing the first draft. Minot’s observations of  human behavior, and 
the kindness and understanding she brings to each of  her characters, are 
something I aspire to; and her ability to craft stories that are so quietly 
moving and brilliantly real made her work more than any other writers’ a 
touchstone for me throughout this process. 
 Also, looking back, there are books that were very important for me 
when I was younger, and which I think must have influenced me because 
I can see glimmers of  them in The Embers. Those books are Pat Conroy’s 
Prince of  Tides, Judith Guest’s Ordinary People, and J.D. Salinger’s Franny and 
Zooey. 
 Lastly, whenever I’m writing, I constantly refer to Raymond Carver’s 
work to remind myself  to try to pare back and keep the language sparse 
and simple. But he’s an absolute genius, and the operative word there is try.
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the embers
1. What were your first impressions of Emily and her family? How did 
your opinions of them shift as you learned about their shared history? 
What are the most striking differences in the way they each experienced 
Thomas’s death?

2. Did anyone do anything “wrong” during the therapy session with Dr. 
Shepherd, or was the impasse between Emily and Joe simply already 
too great? What did Joe really mean when he blurted out, “I didn’t do 
anything”?

3. Joe and Laura’s marriage was on rocky ground even before Joeís affair 
and the events surrounding Thomas’s death. Why were they growing 
apart? Did their difficulties seem insurmountable?

4. Emily and Thomas have a complicated—though loving—relationship. 
How did the dynamic between them compare to your own experience of 
siblings? Could you understand Emily’s need to act out during Thomas’s 
illness? Could her parents have done more for her during that period?

5. How does Earl handle his role as a stepfather and second husband? 
Does Laura respond to him differently from the way she responded to 
Joe? Do the two men have any traits in common?

6. What does Ramon’s case represent to Emily? What makes her well 
suited to her job as his attorney?

7. Clay and Emily experience a turning point in their relationship on their 
holiday ski trip. What was at the source of their fights? Were you rooting 
for them to work things out? How do their personalities complement 
each other? 

8. What memories does Ingrid stir in Joe? In turn, what does she need 
from him? Did learning the truth about who Ingrid really was surprise 
you?

9. What were Joe’s motivations in taking Thomas on a trip to the 
country? How were Laura and Emily affected not just by Thomas’s death 
but by the way he died? Do the circumstances that led to Thomas’s 
pneumonia warrant blame?

10. What does The Embers reveal about trust and authentic love? What 
enables the Ascher family to grieve and to feel hope again? Has your 
family experienced a similar loss that was never fully addressed? 

“That’s the penetrating 
beauty of The Embers; 
it will inspire readers 
to examine their own 
judgments about those 
they love, and perhaps 
give someone another 
chance.”

—The Dallas Morning News

questions for discussion



A People Magazine ”Get Set for Summer” Pick 

“A moving tale about grief ’s tenacious hold and the road 
to redemption.”

One of InStyle Magazine’s Top 5 Beach Reads for Summer 2009
“In this fiercely tender story by Hyatt Bass, a new engagement forces one 
young woman, her mother and her estranged father to rehash a painful tragedy 
locked away in their past so she can finally move on.”

“A riveting examination of a high-profile clan and its fall from grace. . . .  
The Embers builds like the fire its title conjures, glowing a little, 
then suddenly bursting into sparks of narrative that make it 
nigh on impossible to put down. . . . Bass is a new author with an old 
soul, and a talent worth tending.”
—The Dallas Morning News 

“A riveting narrative. . . Bass’s excavation of a complex familial labyrinth is an elegant 
testament to the beautiful mess that is family.”
—Publishers Weekly 

“Bass’s well-paced, nuanced family saga is as engrossing 
as it is empathetic. Sure to appeal to readers who enjoy such family dramas as  
Judith Guest’s Ordinary People.”
—Library Journal (starred review)

“Ten minutes into The Embers, I was completely hooked. Each member of this 
struggling family is portrayed with so much empathy and intelligence. The pacing is excellent, and 
the prose is exact. Reading it was a thought-provoking pleasure.”
—Laura Moriarty, author of The Rest of Her Life and The Center of Everything

“What is more powerful a place than the family? It’s the center of our lives, and the crucible 
of our experience: The Embers, Hyatt Bass’s lovely first novel, asks 
questions that only the family can answer, and delivers truths that only the 
family contains.”
—Roxana Robinson, author of Cost
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